
Senior Oracle Executive Joins Synerise
Janusz Naklicki, formerly VP of Technology Sales at Oracle, has joined Synerise, a technology company providing marketing solutions
based on Artificial Intelligence. As the Chief Strategy Officer, Mr. Naklicki will oversee the expansion of Synerise on the international
market.

March 11th 2018

Janusz Naklicki will lead the international expansion of Synerise. His responsibilities will include the acquisition of key clients in 
targeted markets and growth of Synerise global partners network. For the last seventeen years, Mr. Naklicki has held a number of 
senior positions at Oracle. As VP of Technology Sales, he managed teams in over 50 countries from EMEA. Previously he worked with 
Hewlett-Packard and Sun Microsystems. He earned an MBA from the University of Minnesota, Carlson School of Management with a 
scholarship from the Fulbright Commission. Additionally, he has completed executive courses at Harvard and Wharton.

The global expansion of Synerise is off to a great start and the arrival of Janusz Naklicki positions us extremely well for success. In the
coming months, we plan to make more spectacular acquisitions of proven executive-level talent. Janusz is an exceptionally experienced
leader, with knowledge and abilities that will drive our growth on the global market and help us to compete with largest enterprises. In
the next two years we want to be one of the biggest companies from the AI and Martech markets. – Jaroslaw Krolewski, CEO, Synerise.

Synerise offers matured, cutting-edge products, allowing businesses to run their entire marketing and sales portfolio in the cloud as the
fastest, safest and most agile way to promote growth. It’s the best cloud marketing platform based on Artificial Intelligence in the
world. I'm thrilled to join and excited to build on the company's explosive growth and I look forward to further expanding its global
presence. – Janusz Naklicki, Chief Strategy Officer, Synerise.

Synerise is a platform for using data and Artificial Intelligence to help brands better respond to the needs of their customers. These 
tools include automation and personalization of communication as well as price management in real time and at scale. Synerise 
continues to invest heavily in intellectual property, data storage capacity and AI team expansion. The AI Growth Cloud from Synerise 
will soon be available to the global marketplace. Recently, Synerise was chosen by EY to take part in the Accelerating Entrepreneurs 
2018 program for the top 30 global technology firms with greatest potential for growth.

________________________

More about Synerise

Synerise AI Growth Cloud is comprised of a number of modular components, each delivering unique capabilities and benefits for every business.
Using data points gathered from multiple sources, Synerise creates updated customer segmentation in real time. This enables businesses to instantly
craft customized marketing messages for new and returning customers.

Our proprietary machine-learning algorithms make it possible to deliver dynamic content that is tailored to individuals based on their interactions in
a number of touch points. Even the smallest bits of data help to form a more complete picture of customer needs and allow for more precise
targeting.

Data collected by Synerise is quickly processed to give you the opportunity to react with a number of highly effective ways to reach customers and
drive conversions:

• product recommendations based on demonstrated preferences
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• executive Business Intelligence systems that inform new marketing strategies

• personalized push notifications, emails and text messages

• prediction algorithms that help you to plan general promotions and target specific customers based on their purchase histories

• segmentation that is instantly updated with current data taken from online and offline customer behavior

________________________
Contact us
 
General media inquiries:
 
Jacek Dabrowski
Senior PR & Content Marketing Manager
jacek.dabrowski@synerise.com
+48 507359389
synerise.com
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